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For the first time a number of more than 100 decimal digits has been factorized
on a single computer by means of the Multiple Polynomial Quadratic Sieve
method of Kraı̈tchik and Pomerance (with improvements by Montgomery and
Silverman). This method (MPQS) is the best one known to handle numbers
which are the product of two large, approximately equal prime factors. These
numbers are being used in cryptography as keys in public-key cryptosystems.
The safety of such cryptosystems depends on our ability to factorize these keys.
The computer used is the four-processor Cray Y-MP4/464 which was installed at SARA (The Academic Computing Centre Amsterdam) in December 1990. The job was started on January 18, 1991, was finished on February 11,
1991 (the day that CWI celebrated its 45-th birthday) and consumed about 475
CPU-hours. It ran on one processor of the four-processor Cray Y-MP4. If four
processors would have been used, the job could have been completed in about
five days. The previous single-computer record with MPQS was a 92-digit
number, factorized in the spring of 1988 on a NEC SX-2 computer ([6]).
The version of MPQS we used is described in [8] and [6]. It was not very
difficult to optimize our portable Fortran program on the Cray Y-MP4. The
sieve loop (cf. [6, p. 46]) was vectorized automatically, and we measured an
average speed of about 110 million additions per second (against 90 million on
the NEC SX-2). In the selection loop (cf. [6, pp. 47–48]) we reached a speed of
about 150 million comparisons per second, by using the Cray SCILIB-routine
WHENFGT (against 90 million on the NEC SX-2).
We were allowed to run our program for free before February 20, 1991, the
day the Cray Y-MP4 was officially put into use. Therefore, we did not yet find
the time to incorporate in our program the recent improvements proposed by
Lenstra and Manasse [5] (who not only allow one, but also two large primes in
the incomplete relations) and by LaMacchia and Odlyzko [3] (who propose a
special technique called Structured Gaussian elimination to reduce the size of
the large sparse matrix involved in the MPQS algorithm; this technique turned
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out to be very efficient in the factorization of the ninth Fermat number [4]).
We hope to implement and test these improvements in the near future: we
estimate that this will at least double the speed of our program (for 100-digit
numbers).
The number we have factorized belongs to the present list of ‘more wanted’
Cunningham numbers [1]. It consists of 101 decimal digits, and can be written
as
2463 + 1
.
3 × 2356759188941953 × 76834966209858049526107
The three prime factors given here were known already. With the Cray Y-MP4
we found the two remaining prime factors (of 35 and 66 digits, resp.)
88119307925269041107418404833666787
and
497532604551403800659718805165333685595913106186792454026995210139.
A short test run on the SX-2 showed that on this computer we could factorize
this number in about 550 hours.
In 1984, Davis and Holdridge [2] announced the factorization of the 71-digit
composite number R71 = (1071 − 1)/9 in 9.5 hours on a Cray X-MP by means
of the first (as far as we know) working version of the quadratic sieve algorithm
(called the special q’s variation). Based on this result, Pomerance [7] predicted
that the Sandia group could factor any 101-digit number in a year-long run on
the Cray X-MP. We estimate that the corresponding time on the Cray Y-MP4
would be about nine months. The reduction we found from nine months to 20
days can be explained by the algorithmic improvements found in the meantime
([7], [9]) and the larger central memory available on the Cray Y-MP4/464.
Before we started to factorize the 101-digit number, we tested our program
on various smaller numbers. First we took R71 with a factor base consisting
of 24,510 elements: the time needed was 0.55 CPU-hours. Next we took a set
of 45 numbers of 71 and 72 digits as a contribution to a project of R.P. Brent
which aims to extend the Cunningham table. The time needed varied between
0.5 and 1.0 CPU-hours per number. For each number we used a factor base size
of about 24,500 elements. Finally, we tried a 81- and a 82-digit number, sent
to us by Bob Silverman. Each of them was factorized in about 10 CPU-hours,
where we used a factor base size of about 24,500 for both numbers, and where
we used the multipliers 5 and 11, respectively. The 81-digit number can be
written as
2191 + 3191
.
5 × 16427 × 705937
We found the prime factors (of 29 and 52 digits, resp.)
41400945999632457000594230017
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and
5621538382166468540225589987215546884245115127595773.
The 82-digit number can be written as
2191 + 1
.
2 × 11 × 81867661 × 7021471715414521
For this we found the prime factors (of 40 and 42 digits, resp.)
1737708201406774525206464521323498021877
and
981183555175800288957395067736239079892543.
In order to facilitate a comparison of our results on the NEC SX-2 with
those on the Cray Y-MP4 we give here some details about the two computers,
the values of the algorithmic parameters and some results.
Comparison of results with MPQS
on the NEC SX-2 and on the Cray Y-MP4
computer
central memory
wordlength
factorized number is cofactor of
# decimal digits
multiplier used
factor base bound
length of sieving interval
bound on the large primes allowed
in incomplete relations
smallest sieve prime
# primes in the factor base
# complete relations
# incomplete relations
# complete relations derived
from incomplete relations
total CPU-time in hours

NEC SX-2
128 Mbytes
32 bits
6131 − 1
92
1
600,000
5,000,000

Cray Y-MP4/464
64 Mwords
64 bits
2463 + 1
101
1
1,300,000
9,000,000

30,000,000
31
24,334
9,456
126,094

65,000,000
41
50,179
20,428
254,802

14,879
95

Gaussian elimination time in hours

0.1

29,755
475
(on one processor)
0.5
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